Social Studies Techbook™ for California

Bring historical events and social studies concepts to life with this comprehensive, standards-aligned, core resource that enhances students’ critical thinking and literacy skills through inquiry.

Access Social Studies Techbook Anywhere, Anytime

Login to your Discovery Education reviewer’s account using the following username and password:

**Teacher View**
username: CASSTeacher  password: discovery

**Student View**
username: CASSStudent  password: discovery

For More Information, Contact:
HELEYNA GRAHAM, Director, Educational Partnerships, Discovery Education
310.733.6543  Heleyna_Graham@discovery.com

DiscoveryEducation.com/CAsocialstudies
Top Ten Reasons
California Educators Choose Discovery Education

1. Immersive Experiences
   Students don’t just learn about social science, they experience it through project-based learning, inquiry, and civic engagement.

2. Authentic Multicultural Learning
   Historical events are presented without bias. Multiple perspectives are authentically infused into a seamless narrative.

3. Meaningful Analysis
   Techbook includes thousands of carefully curated primary and secondary sources, coupled with focused analysis activities to deepen learning.

4. Inquiry-based Approach
   Core content is paired with compelling, thought-provoking essential questions, primary source analysis, and project-based tasks to develop essential critical thinking and problem-solving skills.

5. Instructional Flexibility
   Teachers are the experts in their classrooms, and Techbook is designed to support them by providing flexible instructional pathways to meet the needs of all students.

6. Culturally-Responsive Instruction
   Techbook cultivates collaboration, relevancy, and an empathetic learning environment.

7. Literacy Focus
   Techbook was designed to enhance literacy skills, with an emphasis on literacy support through graphic organizers, reading passages, academic vocabulary in context, and opportunities for verbal and written expression.

8. Content Accessibility
   In a single click, Techbook content can be accessed in two lexile levels or viewed in authentic Spanish. Through Google translate, Techbook content also can be viewed in 180 additional languages.

9. Dynamic Digital Content
   Techbook is a digital-first resource, designed to enhance classroom experiences by leveraging educational, award-winning Discovery, Inc. content.

10. Purposeful Print Support
    Print resources complement the digital experience to ensure that all students have access to Social Studies Techbook content anytime, anywhere, and in any instructional setting.